My husband and I are so grateful that we have found Lester.
Having moved here from out of state and trying to get
contractors and handymen out to take care of items on our
“to do” list on a 20 something home that we want to
remodel/update has been difficult to say the least. We had
already used 3 other contractors for various projects (not
interested in using again) and our other phone calls went
unanswered. Lester we found by accident and just began a
rapport with him that goes on to this day. He is very likable,
knowledgeable and trustworthy. Here are some of the
things he has done for us. Helped to turn a large unfinished room into a craft/sewing room by putting in
a drop ceiling (Including all the lighting and speakers), framed in and dry walled a closet in there with
shelving, the flooring, painted entire room, stained doors where needed and hung double screen doors
to the outside. Lester has also done the backsplash in my new kitchen and updated all of the switches to
Decora (as we update from room to room). He installed lighting in the built in cabinets in the living
room. Instead of puck lights, he suggested other regular lighting because the puck lights wouldn’t be
enough light to stream through the 3 glass shelves below. He was right. He also installed an easy to
reach light switch for them! Lester also redesigned my laundry room and retiled a wall, made more
shelving for me and added more lighting. He completely remodeled my pantry by getting rid of the old
useless wire shelving and putting nicer wooden built in shelving to specifications of how I would use it.
Lester has also done outside work as well. He has completely rewired all of the outside landscape
lighting and outlets. It was pretty old and dated and we felt safer with having that done all around the
property. He has also helped with our bathroom remodel. I know there are other items I am leaving out
but suffice it to say you would be in great hands hiring Lester. He is great at making suggestions that
you wouldn’t think of. We know there will be other projects coming up and we won’t hesitate to call on
Lester in the future. He is always prompt and updates you at the end of the day. Highly recommended!
-SB

